The Mountain Lion (A Zia Book)

Miss Stafford writes with brilliance. Scene
after scene is told with unforgettable care
and tenuous entanglements are treated with
wise subtlety. She creates a splendid sense
of time, of the unending afternoons of
youth, and of the actual color of noon and
of night. Refinement of evil, denial of
drama only make the underlying truth more
terrible. --Saturday Review Hard to match
... for subtlety and understanding... written
wittily, lucidly, and with great respect for
the resources of the language. --New
Yorker Coming of age in pre-World War II
California and Colorado brings tragedy to
Molly and Ralph Fawcett in Jean Staffords
classic semi-autobiographical novel, first
published in 1947. Torn between their
mothers world of genteel respectability and
their grandfathers and uncles world of
cowboy masculinity, neither Molly nor
Ralph can find an acceptable adult role to
aspire to. As events move to their swift and
inevitable conclusion, Stafford uncovers
and indicts the social forces that require
boys to sacrifice the feminine in order to
become men and doom intelligent girls
who arent pretty.
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